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BETTERBETTERBETTERBETTER    SRA Real MathSRA Real MathSRA Real MathSRA Real Math  (SRA/McGraw, 2009) 
 

BETTERBETTERBETTERBETTER    Saxon MathSaxon MathSaxon MathSaxon Math  (Harcourt Achieve, 2008) 
 

BETTERBETTERBETTERBETTER    enVisionMATHenVisionMATHenVisionMATHenVisionMATH     (Scott-Addison, 2009) 
 

FAIRFAIRFAIRFAIR Texas MathTexas MathTexas MathTexas Math  (Houghton Mifflin, 2009) 
 

FAIRFAIRFAIRFAIR  Texas HSP MathTexas HSP MathTexas HSP MathTexas HSP Math  (Harcourt, 2009) 
 

FAIRFAIRFAIRFAIR Think Math!Think Math!Think Math!Think Math!  (Harcourt, 2009) 
 

     
 

        

 

This ranking shows how much those prThis ranking shows how much those prThis ranking shows how much those prThis ranking shows how much those pro-o-o-o-

grams practice grams practice grams practice grams practice addition and subtraction addition and subtraction addition and subtraction addition and subtraction 

with regroupingwith regroupingwith regroupingwith regrouping, how well they teach , how well they teach , how well they teach , how well they teach multmultmultmulti-i-i-i-

plication and division number factsplication and division number factsplication and division number factsplication and division number facts, and , and , and , and 

how strongly they stress how strongly they stress how strongly they stress how strongly they stress standard multiplicstandard multiplicstandard multiplicstandard multiplica-a-a-a-

tion and division algorithmstion and division algorithmstion and division algorithmstion and division algorithms.  It is relevant to .  It is relevant to .  It is relevant to .  It is relevant to 

other elementary grades also, since each other elementary grades also, since each other elementary grades also, since each other elementary grades also, since each     

series will repeat there the pedagogy we series will repeat there the pedagogy we series will repeat there the pedagogy we series will repeat there the pedagogy we 

identify in grade 3.  We can fax, email, or identify in grade 3.  We can fax, email, or identify in grade 3.  We can fax, email, or identify in grade 3.  We can fax, email, or 

snailsnailsnailsnail----mail 8 pages of FREE docmail 8 pages of FREE docmail 8 pages of FREE docmail 8 pages of FREE documentation.umentation.umentation.umentation.    

    
Publishers tout Publishers tout Publishers tout Publishers tout teaching aidesteaching aidesteaching aidesteaching aides.  We stress .  We stress .  We stress .  We stress 

subject matter contentsubject matter contentsubject matter contentsubject matter content.  Publishers tell you .  Publishers tell you .  Publishers tell you .  Publishers tell you 

their their their their strengthsstrengthsstrengthsstrengths.  We include their .  We include their .  We include their .  We include their weaweaweaweak-k-k-k-

nessesnessesnessesnesses.  No textbook publisher funds us in .  No textbook publisher funds us in .  No textbook publisher funds us in .  No textbook publisher funds us in 

any way.  We have no financial stake in the any way.  We have no financial stake in the any way.  We have no financial stake in the any way.  We have no financial stake in the 

textbook industry.  Unlike publisher sales textbook industry.  Unlike publisher sales textbook industry.  Unlike publisher sales textbook industry.  Unlike publisher sales 

reps, we have no monetary interest in any reps, we have no monetary interest in any reps, we have no monetary interest in any reps, we have no monetary interest in any 

adoption.  adoption.  adoption.  adoption.  TheTheTheThe individuals and few small  individuals and few small  individuals and few small  individuals and few small 

foundations foundations foundations foundations who support uswho support uswho support uswho support us have no ties to  have no ties to  have no ties to  have no ties to 

any teany teany teany textbook companyxtbook companyxtbook companyxtbook company to our knowledge to our knowledge to our knowledge to our knowledge....   
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